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’Grid Leak’s Pocketphone, The Radio Marvel of the Age' which came out in time for the 1937‘coI‘IIna'ticI-n;r drawn
here from the original, by Norman Jackson. A ’mystery istury’ concerning the set and its designer is told in this
issue by Robert Hawes. '
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BVWS AUCTION:

Proceeds to the Society from the auctions have exceeded
£500 since sales started. From this financial booster, all
members benefit: that's nearly a £1 a head towards
Bulletin quality or a facsimile catalogue, for example.

You surely have on a shelf or in a cupboard or drawer
some unwanted ‘bygone’. Please donate it to the Society.
Every little helps and a lot helps a lot more; ’many a little
makes a lottle' for your Society. Suitable non wireless
items such as a Van Gogh or some Elgin marbles will be
just as acceptable to the auctioneers as a ‘Melody
Maker’.

VINTAGE
WIRELESS
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The Vintage Wireless Museum, headquarters address
for the British Vintage Wireless Societ is at 23 Rosendale
Road, West Dulwrch London SE21 8 S. Telephone: (01)
670 3667. The Curator is Gerald Wells, whom visitors
should telephone before visiting the museum.
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Correspondence for the Society’s Bulletin should be addressed to The Editor, Robert
London, N17 01H. Telephone: (01) 808 2838.

International Meeting

Details of Society events in June are
being sent out with this Bulletin and
although Summer may seem far off,
members are urged to make their
applications for tickets for the various
events as soon as possible. The events
are for members only and because of
shortage of places some events will
have to be booked on a ’first-come-first-
served' basis.

The three-day International event
begins on Saturday the 24th with a visit
to the London Science Museum to View
special di5plays concerning the
development of the early broadcast
receiver followed by a lecture on
conservation and restoration. In the
afternoon, from 1pm until 5pm, Gerald
Wells’ garden party will be held at the
Dulwich Vintage Wireless Museum.

On Sunday the 25th from 10am until
4pul the Society ’Swap Meeliitg' willbe
held at  Harpenden, where there will be
special equipment displays and an
auction. That evening, from 7pm until
11pm, there will be a discussion
meeting in London, where papers will
be presented on technical and
historical topics.

On Monday the 26th from 10am until
4pm there will be a group visit to
Marconi’s a t  Chelmsford to view
archive material and a visit to the old
Writtle Hut from which the first British
broadcasts were transmitted. The
event ends with a dinner in London.

Harpenden ’Swapmeet'

Arrangements for the Harpenden
Swapmeet on Sunday 25th June will be
the same as previously. Stall and
entrance prices have been held at the
old levels but members are requested
to book early. As with other BVWS
meetings, the meeting is for members
only, tickets must be obtained in
advance and members should make
sure their subscriptions are up to date
(now renewable on Ist January
annually, irrespective of individual
dates of joining).

The meeting opens at 10am and
members are asked not to cause

congestion by arriving too early,
although stallholders will be allowed in
a little early to set up.  Tickets are issued
on the understanding that there shall
be no trading inside or outside the hall
before the official opening time.

Refreshments will be available all day,
including breakfast, substantial
lunches with a good choice of menu
and afternoon tea, all of which can be
enjoyed in the display room. Since the
gathering is  now a large one, member-3'
are asked to look to security and safety.
In particular, stallholders are requested
not to place extra tables or other
obstructions in front of their stalls and
all members are asked to accept a little
polite 'policing’ !

Society member George Wise has sent
a poem, written by his wife Mary, (too
long to print in full) giving the flavour
of our Harpenden event:

11 with the dawning andn on your way. . 't’ !
Pugstptggd firth: s Tfit find rm” a 23m

However did t is lot arrive before you?
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BVWS Auction:

Proceeds to the Society from the
auctions have exceeded £500 since
sales started. From this financial
booster, all members benefit; that's
nearly a £1 a head towards Bulletin
quality or a facsimile catalogue, for
example.

You surely have on a shelf or in a
cupboard or drawer some unwanted
’bygone’. Please donate it to the
Society. Every little helps and a lot
helps a lot more; ‘many a little makes a
lottle’ for your Society. Suitable 'non
wireless items such as a Van Gogh or
some Elgin marbles will be just as
acceptable to the auctioneers as a
‘Melody Maker’.

Bulletin

Readers will recall that for the Society,
1988 was a nine-month ’Year’ in
consequence of the decision to make
our membership year run from Ist
January instead of Ist April as
previously. As a result, there were only
three issues in Volume 13. You will see
that the current issue is the first of
Volume 14 of 1989.

An extra bonus for those renewing for
1989 is the 124-page facsimile 1926
wireless catalogue which has been
distributed free and received with
much enthusiasm. We also hope to be
publishing during the year a special
technical supplement to the Bulletin.

South-Eastern meeting

About a month before our Harpenden
meeting is the South-Eastern
swapmeet which is being organised by
John Howes as usual, with the
Society’s full blessing. The meeting will
be held on 21st May at Royal Victoria
Hall, London Road, Southborough,
Tunbridge Wells. It will start at 10.30
am and stalls will be £6 and entrance
£1.  Cheques should be sent 7 payable
to John Howes -— 11 Crendon Park,
Southborough, Tunbridge Wells, Kent
TN4 OBE, enclosing an S.A.E. John’s
telephone number is 0892 4002

continued on next page
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In Passing
0 continued from previous page

405 Alive

The 405 Line Group, a small circle of
. enthusiasts devoted to the study and

preservation of old television
technology and broadcast history,
have issued their first newsletter,
entitled ’405 Live’, which it is planned
to issue four times a year. They have
not so far constituted a formal society,
so that they have neither an ’official
structure’ nor special activities, but
newsletter Editor Andrew Emmerson,
of 71 Falcutt Way, Northampton- 'NN2

8PH, will send the four issues as
published on receipt of a £5 cheque and
four A4 envelopes.
For Old Timers

I have recently received a copy of ’The
Old Timer’ 5 News’, an entertaining
little magazine, the Editor o f  which,
Dennis Lisney, (G3MNO) tells me is
published four times a year by a British
association devoted to ’keep alive the
pioneer spirit of amateur radio by
personal and radio contacts, and to
preserve the legends of the past’.
Membership of the Radio Amateurs
Old Timers Assocation is open to
anyone who has an interest in the field
of amateur radio for 25 years or more
but applicants need not have held a
licence for the period, or indeed have a
licence a t  all. The magazine contains
much information on modern
transmitting topics as well as  amusing
recollections by members, is well
written and nicely presented, and can
be had for an annual subscription to the
Association of only £5 a year, plus
registration fee of £2 which includes a
badge (UK rates). Details may be
obtained by sending an S.A.E. to Mrs.
5. Gabriel, G3CHQ, Millbrook House,
3 Mill Drive, Bourne, Lincs PE10 9BX.

The Radiophile

‘The Radiophile’, a publication issued
six times a year by Chas. Miller, who is
well-known in wireless circles, has
now appeared with a smart ’New Look’
for issue number 20. It has always been
extremely 'readable’ from the literary
and technical point of view but in its
modest beginnings primitive printing
methods sometimes made it rather
indecipherable. Now it is ’readable’
from all points of view, particularly for
those interested mainly in the technical
aspects of the nineteen-thirties period.

The subscription for six
issues is £8.50 in the UK, £12 in Europe
and elsewhere by arrangement and
details can be had by sending an . S .A .E .

to: The Radiophile at ’Larkhill’,
Newport Road, Woodseaves, Stafford,
ST20 0N P.

Thirties publrcrty stunt in which-dealers were huge carnival heads
lflglh! likeness of Frank Murphy.

Murphy anniversary

1 must thank Gordon Bussey for
reminding me that June 16th is the
centenary of the birth of the remarkable
wireless pioneer Frank Murphy, who
sank his modest savings into a business
which challenged the industry in the
nineteen-thirties, made  i t  in to  a highly
individual company with a £1 million
annual turnover, then suddenly gave it
all up. The story of the enthusiasm,
integrity and professionalism of a man
who started a unique and highly
personal-style nationwide network of
reputable dealers dedicated to quality
and real service, is told in the book
written by his daughter Joan Long.
Published in 1986, it tells how Frank
Murphy made his name a household
word in the depression years, waging a
personal campaign to abolish
unemployment in the radio industry
and putting into action ideas of
industrial relations which were far
ahead of his time. It was perhaps
typical of him that, having got into big
business, he didn’t feel at home and
simply walked out on it.

Chairman’s Notes:

lune International Meeting: Enclosed
with this Issue of the Bulletin are the
programme and the application form
for the International Meeting. I hope a
good number of home members Will
help to make it a success by joining our
visitors at some or all of the special
events, apart from the normal Garden
Party and Harpenden occasions.

There has to be a limit on the numbers
which can be accommodated on some
of the special events and no doubt you
would agree that we should give
priority to our visitors from overseas.

But there should be a fair number of
places for those of us from the U.I<. and
we shall certainly do our best, on a first-
come-first-served basis, to fit in
anybody who would like to join in.

BVWS Bulletin Index: An up-dated
version of the comprehensive Bulletin
index is now available. The original
covered Volumes 1 to 11,- but the new
edition includes Volumes 12 and 13, as
well as a number of amendments and
improvements arising from the first
issue.
Anyone who would like a copy should
send £2 to me at Garretts Farm,
cheques payable to ’BVWS’ please.

Portishead Regional Swupmeets:
Some of you will have seen the editorial
in the issue of Geoff Hanham’s Aerial
newsletter published I think in
September 1988- In this he makes some
rather barbed remarks about the
relationship between him and the
BVWS and you may be wondering
what the Society’s position is.
Geoff’ 5 April 1988 meeting at
Portishead was covered by the
Society’ 5 financial guarantees and
insurance, and his petrol costs between
Invemess and Portishead were paid in
full. I have personally written several
times to offer Society backing for his
subsequent meetings but he has never
responded to this. In particular, he did
not inform the Committee of his
Summer meeting nor did he request
any kind of BVWS support.

Vintage Wireless Seminar: On March
5th, at Harpenden, we held the second
Vintage Wireless Seminar. About 37
people attended of whom 11 gave talks
on a wide variety of related subjects.
The atmosphere was that of an
informal and relaxed gathering of some
of us who like to talk together and
argue mildly among ourselves: and by
common agreement the event was
most successful.
Opportunities for discussion are
limited in the hurly-burly of the main
Harpenden and other swap meetings,
and our Seminars do seem to be a
useful extension of the Society‘ 5
activities. We plan to arrange further
such get-togethers, perhaps a t  a more
northerly location next time to be
convenient to members from all parts
of the country. We’ll announce details
inafuture Bulletin, so dotryand come.
On behalf of all who were at the recent
gathering I would like to thank the
speakers —- without whom there would
of course have been no event - and the
caterers whose offerings kept us
content and receptive. Thanks also to
Bob Hawes for his usual efficient
organisation of the Hall facilities.

Pat Leggatt



’The Radio
Marvel of the
Age’

By Robert Hawes

In the Spring of 1937 most Britons
were suffering from what the popular
Press were calling ’Coronation Fever’.
It was a tide of  jollification to  celebrate
the sudden elevation of the
unsuspecting Duke and Duchess of
York to the Throne as King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth, chasing away
the blues that followed the upsetting
news of the abdication of the
uncrowncd King Edward the Eighth
after he caused what was termed ’The
Scandal of the Age' by marrying an
American divorcee. It was still ’The
Age of Wireless’ despite the
inauguration a few months earlier of
the world’s first high definition
television service by the BBC.

The televising oi  the 1937 Coronation
was, of course, a momentous event,
taking the camera out of the studio for
the very first ’outside broadcast’, but
the BBC made it clear that the
broadcasters were not going to ignore
their old ’Listeners—in’ now that the
new ’Lookers-in’ had begun to switch
on. They knew that only a privileged
and rather rich few, mostly living
within a small radius of the Alexandra
Palace transmitter, would be likely to
be able to see the event on television,
whereas 8,000,000 families held
wireless licences (then ten-shillings a
year, and permitting reception of both
sound and vision since a television
licence had not yet been introduced.)

As though confirming the
establishment View of the relative
importance of the ear compared to the
eye, the new Monarch, in his sound-
only Coronation Day broadcast on the
eve of 12th May 1937 said 'Never before
has a newly-crowned King been able to
talk to all his peoples in their own
homes on the day of his CoronatiOn’
but did not mention that some of them
could have actually seen the show at
home as well. In similar vein, the BBC
Yearbook for 1938 devotes a good deal
of space to details of the technical and
programming arrangements for the
sound broadcasting of the event which
were described as ’the most elaborate
and complicated of their kind ever
undertaken by the BBC’, but gives only
three short paragraphs to the television

U :3 . The front page of a-booklet issued with the 'Packetphone’.
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Historical Research

arrangements which were restricted
simply to relaying the View of
stationary cameras at Hyde Park
Corner and presenting studio shots in
the evening of John Masefield the Poet
Laureate reading his Coronation Ode.
Reviewing ’The historic part played by
broadcasting in the Coronation’, the
Handbook adds ’By the wonder of
radio, every one of the King’s subjects
at home and in the remotest outposts of
the Empire was able to see, with the
inner eye of the mind, the pomp, the
pageantry, the solemn ritual of the
ceremony .. .'

From this it can be inferred that
television was still something of a
Cinderella of broadcasting in the
Spring of 1937. After all, sets were
being produced only in very small
numbers at the cost of a small motor-

car apiece and were well out of the
reach of the average working man
earning three or four pounds a week —
but he could make his own sound
receiver for a couple of pounds from
designs published in periodicals like
the 'Wireless World’ which had not yet
begun to cater for the amateur cathode-
ray-tube television-set builder.
To meet sound broadcasting
requirements, the BBC installed almost
60 microphones to cover the ceremony
at Westminster Abbey and the
commentators’ vantage-points along
the processional route, using 500 miles
of wire to connect twelve tons of special
equipment. It was suggested that
public address loudspeakers should be
set up with the intention of relaying
commentaries and other Coronation
programmes to some of the tens of

continued on next page
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Historical Research
continued from previous page
thousands of sightseers who camped
out along the route on the night before
the procession, but  there are no reports

. that there were any such installations
and, in any case, it is doubtful whether
they could have been very effective in
the hubbub of the event.

People who were swept up in the
’Coronation Fever’ faced a dilemma:
Either they could go out  and see it ’live’
on the streets or they could stay at
home and listen to it all on  the wireless.
They couldn’t be certain of doing both.

One might have thought the obvious
answer would have been:  take a
portable wireless!

But that wasn’t as practical as  it might
sound, for the ’portables’ of those days
were mostly large and cumbersome
wooden suitcases containing big
loudspeakers and standard
components and valves that consumed
a hefty current which had to be
supplied from heavy accumulators and
expensive dry-batteries with a fairly
short life.

In the nick of time, however, with only
six weeks to go before the great Day, a
suggested solution came from a man
called Vincent Minter, a Parson’s son
with a classical education and an
interest in wireless, who was better
known as  ’Free Grid’ to enthusiasts
who read his regular column in the
’Wireless World’ which was wittily and
appropriately entitled ’Unbiased’.

He wrote in a kind of mock-socialist
idiom which seems seems to have been
a popular kind o f  humorous satire of
the day. After complaining in his
column on 26th March 1937 that he
couldn’t afford the price of a seat in one
of the stands on the processional route,
he commented:

’Por those who are going to listen-in at home
everything in the garden will be lovely, as it
will in the case of the plutocrat in the Grand
stand who are to have wireless reproduction
chucked in. The only people who will be left
in the cold will, as usual, be myself and
man y thousands of my  fellow-creatures who
intend to stand on the kerb-side to see the
procession.’

He went on to say: ’It is true that there is
some talk of providing loud speakers along
the route so that we can hear the ceremony,
but even if this idea is carried out — which I
greatly doubt -— there will be many points
where people will be just out of earshot of a
loud speaker.

’The only way to get over the difficulty will
be for everybody to provide themselves with

a small headphone portable, and I am a t  the
moment actively engaged in designing one
for you which will be as small and as light as
possible. As it will be used within twenty
miles of Brookmans Park such fripperies as
HF stages and super-regeneration can,
thank goodness, be dispensed with, thus
greatly simplifying matters.

’With regard to the question of portability,
this is of paramount importance, and , in
my opinion, in order to achieve this there is
only one possible form of construction, and
that is to build the whole outfit into one of
the neat leather cases intended to contain the
flat type of folding camera and ‘to be slung
over the shoulder with a leather strap. This
leaves the hands completely free for messing
about with binoculars, periscopes, light
refreshments and other impedimenta
without interrupting the programme.

’I intend to put the whole of the works,
batteries and all, into one of these cases. The
self—contained frame aerial will be quite big
enough to pick up Brookmans Park, but in
order to increase the input and to get rid of
any unwanted directional effects, I am
arranging to connect the ’phone leads via a
small fixed condenser to the aerial terminal,
thus making them serve a double purpose.
With regard to the ’phones, they will be of
the super—miniature deaf-aid type which are
hooked round the ear with a piece of wire.
Thus they will easily pack away inside the
set when not in use.

’As a matter of fact, such a set will do far
more than enable the Coronation ceremony
to be heard, as it will while away the weary
hours of waiting, for I understand that the
BBC is to start transmitting at a very early
hour of the morning. Don’t forget,
however, to shove a t  least half a dozen spare
ear—pieces in your pocket for the benefit of
the unwise virgins and the other
improvident type of people who haven’t
bothered about bringing a set of their own.
The deaf-aid ’phones which I have
mentioned are extremely pocketable, each
ear-piece being not much larger than a
cherry. ’

Such was the magic of the Wireless Age
that just such a set as Free Grid
imagined actually appeared on the
market only a month later. The
manufacturers sent a testing sample to
Wireless World, which printed the
following review in its issue of 30th
April 1937:

’The Pocketphone’, a Portable Receiver
in a Camera Case:

’As a result of a recent paragraph by 'Free
Grid’ on the subject of portable sets for use
on the route of the Coronation procession we
have received for test from A. Reid
Manufacturing Co.  L td . ,  14a Clerkcnwcll

Green, London EC1, a neat little receiver
costing £3 19s. 6d. , which seems to conform
exactly to the specification which was
envisaged.

’The leather carrying case measures only
81/2in by 6in by 21/2in, and is provided with
a shoulder strap.

’A three—valve circuit is employed, and an
interesting feature is the use of resistance
coupling for the RF amplifying stage. The
frame aerial is wound round the inside of the
case and is tuned to cover the usual
medium-wave band.

’Tested in London adjacent to the
Coronation route excellent reception was
obtained from the two Brookmans Park
Stations and the volume was sufficient to
give intelligible speech above the traffic
noise. On the local stations tuning is by no
means critical, and with a little care it was
found possible to bring in Fécamp, though a
quiet corner would be necessary for the
proper enjoyment of the station’s
programme out of doors.

’The set is little heavier than a pair of
binoculars, and there can be no doubt that it
forms a valuable addition to the
impedimenta of the Sightseer. ’

The report and set itself, an example of
which I have, generate some intriguing
mysteries: Did he have prior
knowledge of a set already in
production which was just about to be
released? How did the firm manage to
get from original idea to actual
production in a month and why does
the label inside the set describe it as
’Grid Leak’s’ poketphone when it came
from an idea by ’Frec Grid’? What was
the identity of ’Grid Leak’ who wrote a
wireless column in the Daily Sketch at
the same time as ’Free Grid’ wrote his
wireless column in Wireless World?
Was ’Grid Leak’ another of the
pseudonyms of Vincent (’Free Grid’)
Minter, who certainly referred to his
real or imaginary children in his
column as  ’The Little Grid Leaks’?

The plot thickens still further when one
turns back through the issues of
Wireless World to about 18 months
previously, on 25th October 1935,
when a technical writer called J. H .
Reynart BSc published details of his
’Radio Companion’ which appears to
be almost identical to the
’Pocketphone’, except that the
designer mentions that he had
changed his original design from
resistor to transformer coupling and it
has no HF stage.

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

So was Reynart the real ’Grid Leak’?
Well, if the photograph at the head of
the article was a true likeness, he had
changed, in 18 months, from a young
man with a shock of fine wavy hair and
good eyesight into the half bald and
bespectacled middle-aged gentleman
depicted in the pamphlet advertising
the production set. His 1935 design
used an ordinary ’straight’ circuit
incorporating the miniature Hivac
valves which had just been developed
(mainly for deaf-aid applications): type
XD for detection, XL for the first LF
stage and XP for the output. It had an
aerial wound round the wooden case
and a sensitive Brown's earphone was
recommended. He mentions that he
was able to dispense with grid bias
owing to the low HT voltage (33v) and
the small grid swing involved, adding
’This sounds horribly unscientific in
these enlightened days, but the valves
are designed to be suitable for this
condition of operation’. He also notes
that, to improve performance, he had
abandoned resistance—coupling in
favour of transformers. He was able to
receive foreign stations at night, but
regarded the set  as ’a local station
performer with a normal range of a safe
50 miles’.

New to the 1937 production set ,  which
is described on  the label as ’Grid Leak’s
Pocketphone" __ The radio Marvel of the
Age’. It looks much the same as
Reyner’s original design but employs a
Hivac XL type valve as an HF amplifier,
the XD type for the detector and
another XL for the transformer coupled
output, for battery economy instead of
the original Xl’ ’l’ower’ valve.

In contrast to Reyner’s modest claims,
the handbook issued with the
Pocketphone used somewhat
extravagant language, for the
promotion people were then, as now,
experts in the use of hyperbole but
were less restricted by the consumer-
protection regulations which now bug
the ’media hype’ brigade.

The handbook claimed that the
l’ocketphone was 'the most amazing
achievement since radio began: a
miracle in range, power and
performance’ and claimed it was an
’entirely new type of receiver, opening
up undreamt-of possibilities’. It would,
they claimed, drive four pairs of
earphones, had great power and
clarity. having been tested in electric
trains, motor cars, boats and
aeroplanes where it gave perfect
reception. The set was sold by post
from 55 Clerkenwell Road, London as a

kit of parts for £3.19s.6d. (£3.971/ép)
including case, valves, battery,
accumulator, single headphone and
the ’Special Grid Leak Unit’ —- a sealed
bakelite box containing transformer
and resistance-coupling components
and valveholders which could be
purchased separately for 185. 9d. (94p).

The ’kit’ price wasn’t any cheaper than
the price ready—built, which shows just
how keen enthusiasts were in those
days to build things for themselves.
The Pocketphone was remarkably
simple to assemble, and ’could be put
together in an hour by the most non-
technical person using only a pair of
pliers and a screwdriver.’ The case
came complete and the enthusiast
needed only to bolt on  a switch, the
unit and two condensers, fix seven
ready-cut wires to terminals, snap on
the knobs and plug in the valves,
batteries and earphone. Even so,  the
makers thought many people would be
unable to assemble the set and offered
the ’concession’ of the completed
receiver.
Letters quoted on the back of the
booklet included one from the Editor of
the Daily Sketch claiming to have got
good reception in a taxi and in a
restaurant with an electric fan above
his head, adding that he had managed
to tune in Rome too. Another ’satisfied
customer’ said he got good reception in
a train en  route to Edinburgh without
interference except in tunnels, and
others who used it in boats and
aeroplanes thought it ‘marvellous’.
The handbook also gave a potted
biography of ’Grid Leak’ — the man
who made it possible’, failing to give
his name but describing him as the
leading British authority on practical
wireless, having the largest following
of any radio writer in the general and
technical press. His connection with
the science of radio, it was said, dated
back to 1897. .When studying
electronics at Manchester College he
used to walk on the moors and at Brean
Down he met some of Marconi’s staff
who were testing apparatus for
sending messages without wires, an
experience which fired his enthusiasm.
The handbook obliquely refers to what
must have been the Adey one—valve
miniature receiver with which the
police were experimenting, but
comments that this was only employed
for short-distance work. In what might
have been a further oblique reference,
this time to the original Reynart design,
the booklet stated that particulars of
’other miniature sets’ had been
published but that high-frequency
amplification had not been employed,
adding ’When a detector and two low-

continued on next page
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Photograph appearing a t  the head of I.
H. Reyner’s article describing his design
for ’a really pocket  portable’ in 1935.

Photograph of the mysterious ’Grid
Leak’ appearing in the handbook issued
with his ’Pocketphone’ in 1937. He was
a mystery man but is here depicted with
a broad grin rather than an  enigmatic
smile.

Cartoon depicting ’Pree Grid’, alias
Vincent Minter of the ’Wireless World’,
which appeared in his column just
before the Coronation of 1937 and
depicting him with his characteristic
grimace and his portable set slung
round his neck as he stood in the crowd
on the processional route.
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frequency amplifiers are used for a
miniature set exceptional precautions
have to be taken to preserve stability,
and difficulty is experienced in picking
up signals from a distance and in a
neighbourhood where screening
occurs from steel buildings etc.’

Summing up the clues, the mystery of
’Grid Leak’ and the Pocketphone
comes out like this:
’Free Grid’ who was really Minter,
wore glasses and may possibly have
been balding under the bowler hat he
was always depicted wearing, so he
could have been ’Grid Leak’ too, except
that he seemed always to have worn a
frown compared to the latter’s broad
grin. On the other hand, his suggested
design eschewed ’such fripperies as HF
stages’ which ‘Grid Leak’
incorporated. Reynart wore neither
glasses, bowler, grin nor grimace in his
picture and was therefore nothing like
either ’Free Grid’ or ’Grid Leak’, but he
didn't incorporate an HP stage either,
so he was more likely to be the former
than the latter.

Except as a bit of fun for wireless
detectives, it doesn’t much matter
whether the mystery is solved or not,
but weighing such evidence as  there is,
I opine that ’Grid Leak’ was neither
Minter nor Reynart, but somebody
completely different. But who?

Perhaps what is most interesting about
the set itself is that it was the only
portable of its day which managed to
present an  image as  miniature as the
modern transistor portable at a time
when only large ’standard’ thirties
components were available with the
exception of the Hivac miniature
valves, produced in a small range of
types which worked as well as larger
types. Had small layer-type batteries
been available then, a real miniature
receiver might have been developed
before the war instead of just after it. (It
is perhaps strange that the layer-type
battery, produced towards the end of
the war, was not available ear l ier ,  s ince
it was really a development of the
’Voltaic Pile’, invented by Allessandro
Volta in about 1790!)

In  his article on post-war personal
portables in Bulletin vol. 13/1, David
Read pointed out that, except for the
small batteries, the elements necessary
for a practical solution to the problem
of portability were available in Britain
before the war: the Hivac miniature
low-consumption valves, and the
moving-iron paper-cone speaker-

Even without the layer-battery the
’Pocketphone’ idea might have
received some commercial
development had not the Hivac valve
been banished from the deaf-aid
market by the practically Mafia-like
restrictive practices of the protectionist
British Valve Association.

The Pocketphone wasn’t quite the
Radio Marvel of the Age’ which the
makers claimed it to be, but there was
a touch of the prophetic about it all the
same.
References:

Wireless World: 25 Oct. 1935, 29 Nov. 1935, 26 March 1937,
7 May 1937, 14 May 1937. BBC Yearbook 1938. BVWS Bulletin
13 No.1 David Read on ’Personal Portables’ and also
articles on Adey portables in Bulletin vol.3 No.4 by the
same author and in vol.11 no.1 by Robert Hawes ’Acley
cigar box receiver’ . Thanks are due to: Frank Brittain, Gordon
Bussey, Philip Darrington of Wireless World and Steve
Morrey for assistance.

Ifany member has examples of the X81 Exide battery and the Exide
'Ccll-Gcl’ 111mm}; 31“” celluloid-mood accumulator or  a
contemporary copy of the old Daily Sketch or a clue as to the
identity of ’Grid Leak’, the writer would be grateful for details.

Although the Coronation broadcast is knoum as the first ’Outside
broadcast’ of BBC television, there had been tests in the grounds of
Alexandra Palace, using cameras connected by long cables to the
studio close by. Also, in February 1937, boxing championships in
the concert hall of the palace were televised — again using long
cables from the studio ’next door’. But the Marconi ’08 Van'
bought by the BBC in time for the Coronation broadcast could use
its own transmitter and aerial to connect with the studio as well as
GPO cable facilities.

Round the Collections
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New Zealand member Arthur Williams’ interest in wireless began in the 1960’s

Circuit of ’Grid Leak’s Pocketphone’ of
1937.

Circuit of Reyner’s ’Radio Companion
really pocket portable’ of 1935.

w

when as a schoolboy, he began making crystal sets using diodes. Graduating to
valve sets, he began to find sets in junks shops at less than a dollar each. Most
were American models, but there were some locally-produced ones too, and he
managed to find some imported British ones including Ekco, Bush, Philips and
Mullard makes and even a Brownie crystal set and a Lissen two-valver. His
collection of electrical and communications objects began in the hall of his house
which accomodates a teleprinter, much telephone equipment, test gear and even
more receivers. Like most enthusiasts, he has a shed-full of objects awaiting
restoration together with research literature. Most of his spare time is spent in the
shed but he says he sometimes heads for the hills — to the old gold-mining area —
in search of old machinery rather than gold.
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Cable
Broadcasting
in the 1930’s
by Tom Morgan

The idea of distributing entertainment
by wires was not new in the early
thirties, but the use of a multi-channel
carrier system most certainly was. It
seems to have been the brainchild of P.
P. Eckersley, that controversial genius
of early broadcasting, and I shall relate
the story largely from his point of
View.

Eckersley’ 5 philosophy of broadcasting
was summarised in an  article which
appeared in ’Wireless World’ in
1941(1). ’One must assume that the
object of a broadcasting service is to
interest — which i s  also to amuse —~— the
listener. But there is no such person as
the listener; the public is composed of
all sorts of listeners with varying tastes
and prejudices, so, in order to amuse
’dll of the people all of the time,’
broadcasting must cater for widely
different tastes. It can only do this by
simultaneously offering the listening
public a large number of programmes
to choose between.’ He goes on to
point out that the large number of
channels necessary for such a scheme
could not be provided by a
conventional radiated broadcasting
system. But ’11? wires rather than
wireless waves were used to link the
listener to the programme source,
theoretically, any number of channels
are available for the diffusion of any
number of programmes.’ Was this just
a pipe-dream? Certainly not! That such
a system was a practical preposition
had already been publicly
demonstrated.

Eckersley had left the BBC.  under
something of a cloud in 1929. About a
year later, in order to develop his ideas
about broadcasting by wire, he was
involved in the formation of
Rediffusion Limited.  I 115 heart was not
in the audio-frequency distribution
methods used at that time, however,
and he soon left to pursue what was
becoming his overriding obsession.
Experiments began, initially supported
by the Dubilier Condenser Company
and then by British Insulated Cables
Limited. These early ex eriments were
successful enough to ead to further
financial support from B.I.C. and the
promise of a section of the Liverpool
electricity supply system to experiment

Eckersley .

with! Needing a wired network which
entered the houses of the potential
customers of his broadcasting system,
Eckersley proposed to superimpose his
signals on the electricity power
network! This decision may seem
rather surprising to us today, but at
that time about five households were
connected to the electricity supply
network for every one having a
telephone connection.
Some technical details of the Liverpool
experiments were given incidentally by
A. H. Wickham in 1954(2), and
Eckersley himself discusses the
principles involved in the article to
which reference has already been
made. Briefly, the arrangement was as
follows. Three different programmes
were superimposed on the network at
the substation supplying power to the
houses of potential customers. An
11kHz master oscillator provided
carrier frequencies of 22, 33, and 44kHz
which were amplitude modulated by
the programme material. An
interesting technical point was that the
upper sideband of each modulated
signal was attenuated in order to obtain
extended high-frequency response
within the bandwidth available.
Modern television signals are
processed in much the same way. The

stage '5'! his prototype récei

transmission medium was effectively a
coaxial cable formed by all three phases
and neutral in parallel as far as the
radio signals were concerned, with the
lead sheathing of the power cable
forming the signal return. This was
accomplished in such a way that the
primary function of the power cable
was not affected. The receivers or
’selectors' were simple three stage
T.R.F .  receivers optimised for the high
quality reception of strong signals. A
later development was a six channel
system with 13kHz spacing and three
stage superhet selectors. This system
was probably the one under
development in London in the years
immediately preceding World War
Two. In Wickham’s words, ’The
system was completed, perfected, and
demonstrated. But no commercial
development was undertaken as a
licence to transmit via this new
mediuul  was  not  granted "for  reasons
of policy.“

These ’reasons of policy’, of course,
were commercial and political rather
than technical. The first problem was
the Electricity Act of 1882 which
prohibited the use of the electricity
supply network 'for the purpose of
sending a telegram’. This was
presumably to protect the Post Office
monopoly in this area and, as the Post
Office would be the licensing authority
for the new system, a conflict of
interests seemed inevitable. In
addition to this, the BBC.  saw
Rediffusion as a threat to its
programme monopoly and could be
expected to oppose any extension of
the system unless it could gain control
of it. There were also some less obvious
sources of opposition, such as  the
wireless trade and the opponents of
private enterprise or municipal control
in broadcasting.

In the event, Eckersley’s backers tried
to have the 1882 Electricity Act
amended by including a suitable clause
in a Bill presented to Parliament by the
Middlesbrough Corporation. Perhaps
they h0ped to head off the opposition
by disguising their purpose in this
way, but they were unsuccessful and
the clause was struck out of the Bill.

One further attempt was made to gain
acceptance for the system. The B.B.C.’s
original ten year charter was due to
expire a t  the end of 1936, and a select
committee, the Ullswater Committee,
was set up to advise the Postmaster
General on the immediate future of
broadcasting. Eckersley gave evidence
to this committee with high hopes that

continued on next page
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. his reputation and eloquence would
lend weight to his arguments. But he
was to be disappointed yet again, for
the committee recommended that all
forms of cable broadcasting should be
run by the Post Office and not by
private companies. Eckersley
suspected that the BBC.  and the Post
Office had combined against him, but
there was little he could do. The
ensuing parliamentary debate was
lively but conclusive. Cable
broadcasting should be controlled by
the agents of government. A
government White Paper postponed a
decision for three years during which
time the Post Office was to deve10p a
suitable system. When the second
World War broke out and ended all
further experimentation, a carrier
system, in some ways similar to
Eckersley’s but using the telephone
system as  the transmission medium,
was in the development stage.
What of Eckersley? After the
disappointment of the Ullswater
Committee affair, British Insulated
Cables Limited withdrew their
financial support, but he continued to
lobby on behalf of his system until the
advent of the war finally closed this
interesting chapter of broadcasting
history. Perhaps the last words should
be his. ’Sooner or later — later if we go
on being stupid ~— a new network will be
constructed. It is within the bounds of
possibility that this could be designed
to diffuse a large number of sound and
vision programmes as well as being
used for the private telephone system.
The superimposition of facsimile
would print newspapers and
periodicals in the home and give a
written message and telegraph service
— all on a pair of wires!’

What price these comments nearly fifty
years on?!

References:
{1] P. P. Eckersley, 'Broadcasting Over the Mains’:
WIRELESS WORLD, December 1941, pages 298 to 301.
[2]  A .  H .  Wickham, 'Keeping Back Harmonics'; SHORT

WAVE MAGAZINE, February 1954, pages 721, 72.
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Many BVWS members will remember
Electradix, and perhaps even leslie Dixon.
But how many recall the product that
occupied the first pages of their catalogue?
Colin MacKinnon of the Historical Radio
Society of Australia introduces this quality
testmeter, as well as some of the surplus
items from later pages at positively
unrepeatable prices!

Electradix
and the
Onemeter
The Dix Onemeter (pronounced
’wunmeter’) was a product sold by
Leslie Dixon 8: Co., who supplied a
wide range of electrical and radio
apparatus from Electradix House at
218 Upper Thames Street, London.
The principals of the company were
Millar L. Dixon, M.  E. Dixon and H.
Leslie Dixon. They used several
names on their ’own-brand’ items such
as Dix, Electradix, Dixon, Onemeter
and Mipanta, but also sold the
electrical products of many named
manufacturers.

The Dix Onemeter was introduced in
about 1928, and features in their 1929
catalogue and leaflets. There were
actually several models, of which the
following was the most versatile:

The De Luxe Onemeter was a basic
milliarnmeter/millivoltmeter
movement with six screw terminals on
the front panel to which could be
attached shunt and series resistances
and test leads. It sold for 55/- in 1929.
The case was bakelite and rectangular,
and was fitted with a leather-finished
wooden protective case with hinged lid
and lining. The moving-coil movement
featured sapphire bearings and a
mirrored scale. A matching case to
house four or five range multipliers
was an extra 4/-. The meter sensitivity
was 500 ohms per volt, equivalent to
100mV and 2mA f.s.d. By connecting
various multipliers it could measure:
Current from 20 microamps up to 20
amps. Voltage from 1 millivolt up to
2,000 volts, Ohms from 50 ohms up to
50 Megohms and with multiplier had a
resistance of a high order.

There was in this way a total of 55
ranges available with standard range
multipliers, which cost from 6/6 for the
current and low-voltage units to 74/- for
the 2,000 volt multiplier. A push-
button on the panel acted as a meter
switch via a protective resistor. There
were two scales printed on the meter
face, the upper reading 0 to 75 and the

lower one below the mirror 0 to 50. To
convert a reading from here one had to
refer to a list of conversion factors
relating to each shunt size. But
resistance calculations were
complicated.

Advertising stated that 'Every
measurement in Wireless and Electrical
Engineering can be carried out with the
Onemetcr’ . The instruction book even
says it can measure radio ’distortion’;
but what that meant was that by
measuring the HT and bias voltages of
a radio tube, any wild fluctuation of the
needle indicated saturation of the
valve, incorrect grid bias or poor
voltage regulation, and hence signal
distortion. What was not disclosed was
the actual country of origin. From the
appearance, which has a touch of
elegance unusual in British or German
instruments, one might guess it to be
French. Was there a company with the
initials ’O.N.E.’? And what does S and
R mean on the terminals?

While I have concentrated on the
Onemeter, the Electradix catalogues (of
around 72 pages) and their bi-monthly
update lists have page after page of
what we would regard as mouth-
watering bargains in obsolete
equipment:

Weco Valves: 4/-; Brownie No.  1: 7/6;
Polar 4; £4, Morse Keys: 5/— to 30/ 5

Fellows Little Giants: 35/- and £3; Ex—
military No.  1 Spark Transmitters,
new, in mahogany case: 21/6; Marconi
6-valve 45 metre transmitter/receiver
with all accessories £16-18/6.
Marconi receivers included: R310 (1
valve + crystal detector) 22/-; RB2L (1
detector + 1 LP stage) 40/-; RBZH (1
detector + 1 LF + 1 HF) 45/-; B MkII (2-
valve 45-100 metres) £2; MkIII (2-valve
200-1800 metres) £4-10/-.

How many would you like to order?
Remembering of course that your
weekly wage in Australia was only £5
in those days, and perhaps only half
that in Britain.

All the new parts and accessories, as
well as tonnes of surplus items deemed
useful to electrical and radio
enthusiasts are pictured and described.
Many of the obsolete items were
catalogued well into the thirties, by
which time they must surely have been
unsaleable. And the Onemeter ’B’, a
cheaper model, would have been
upstaged by the introduction of the DC
Avominor. Nevertheless. the company
continued trading, albeit with a change
of address to Battersea, through World
War Two and a decade of peace
afterwards.
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The story of
. the Screen

Grid Valve

by Pat Leggatt

Fleming’s diode, while historically
important as the progenitor of all
valves, did not find very many
applications since it offered no
amplification and as a detector was no
more sensitive than a crystal. De
Forest’s audion, with its grid
interposed between cathode and
anode, proved a major step forward
once its potential as an amplifier was
realised. The French development of
the TM valve (R type in the UK)
produced a stable, reliable device with
repeatable characteristics, and the
triode came into widespread use.

Encouraged by this successful addition
of a third electrode, a number of
workers experimented with a fourth
electrode. Some, such as Scott Taggart
with his Negatron, tried additional
anodes but this approach was not very
fruitful and we will concern ourselves
here only with devices having a
cathode, two grids and a single anode.
Such valves were variously known as
four-electrode valves,
tetrodes, bi-grid valves and screen grid
valves.

We need to distinguish between the
different intentions of the inventors of
four-electrode valves. First there was a
search for greater amplification by
interposing a fine-mesh screening grid
a t  a high positive potential between
the control grid and the anode. This
made the anode current largely
independent of the anode voltage, so
giving this screen grid valve a very high
anode impedance which, with a high
anode load, offered greatly increased
amplification.

A different motive for the screen grid
configuration was to reduce the
capacitance between anode and control
grid. With capacitance so reduced,
Miller feedback from anode to grid was
largely eliminated and stable amplifier
performance at high frequencies was
secured, still with the increased
amplification resulting from the high
anode impedance.

Another quite different aim of four-
electrode valve inventors was removal
of the electron cloud space charge

quadrodes, '

surrounding the cathode, which has a
limiting effect on the valve anode
current. For this purpose an open mesh
grid was located between cathode and
control grid, and held at a modest
positive potential of 10-20 volts relative
to the cathode. All emitted electrons
were therefore accelerated away from
the cathode, most passing through the
space charge grid meshes and on to the
influence of the control grid. By this
means appreciable anode current — and
hence amplification -— could be
obtained with quite low anode voltage.
Indeed such bi-grid valves could be
used to produce some amplification
with no positive DC on the anode at all,
other than that provided by the
filament heating supply: the Thorpe K4
valve (later called the Unidyne) was an
example of this technique which had a
brief vogue in 1924. (see fig.1 )

Fig .1  1" -  !L ”cMPfUUouc
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Lastly, four-electrode valves were used
as multiple valves for frequency
changer/oscillator stages in superhcts,
particularly in France where they were
known as Bi-grils or Bi-grilles. They
were also used in reflex circuits and
about 1920 the Marconi Company
made marine receivers with four-
electrode valves in which the first and
second grids acted as a normal triode,
while the anode was held at cathode
potential. Referring to fig. 2 ,  incoming
RF signals were applied to grid 1; the
amplified output from grid 2 was
coupled to the anode acting as a diode
detector; and the detected audio was
passed back to grid 1 for further
amplification by the gridl/grid2
’triode’.

Fig.2

To return now to the historical
sequence, the first four-electrode valve
patent seems to have been by the
German Shottky in 1916. This was a
screen grid configuration with control

grid next to the filament and HT
applied to grid 2 ,  and to the anode. But
Shottky devised this valve only with
increased amplification in mind, and
was not concerned with improved HF
performance.

In England, Captain Round of the
Marconi Company was very conscious
of the unsuitability of triodes for HP
work due to anode/grid capacitive
feedback: he had developed the well,
known Q and V24 valves to reduce this
capacitance to a minimum. In 1919 he
made up a four-electrode version with
a screening grid between the control
grid and anode; and he was delighted
to find that stable HF amplification
could be obtained with two or three
stages in cascade. Thus he was the first
to produce a screen grid valve
specifically to secure the real benefits of
such a device, large amplification at
high frequencies. Round’s screen grid
valve was produced commercially in
1920 as  the FBI,  but curiously the
Marconi Company did not seem to
recognise its potential, and used it only
in the rather freakish reflex
applications described above.

In 1924 A .  W.  Hull, working in America
with General Electric, produced a
laboratory model of a screen grid valve
for a special application within the
company; but it was not until 1927 that
GE.  and R.C.A.  put the valve on the
open market.

In 1926 Round seems to have
convinced his company of the true
merits of his screen grid concept and he
developed an improved version. It
was marketed as  the S625 in 1927, a t

almost the same time as  Hull’s device.
But the S625 was the first screen grid
valve to be used as  such in a domestic
receiver, the Marconiphone Type 61.

Also in 1926, the German Loewe
Company produced their multiple
valves, 3NF and 2HF, with inter-stage
R-C coupling components contained
Within the valve envelope. The 3N F (3-
stage Nieder Frequenz) is a three«
triode detector and low (nieder)
frequency amplifier; but the 2HF
contains two tetrodes and is intended
for high (hoch) frequency
amplification. There has been some
confusion as to whether these tetrodes
are screen grids or space charge bi-
grids: most references declare them to
be the latter, but both Tyne and Stokes
in their books say they are screen grids.
Fortunately I have been able to resolve
my doubts on this matter, since I have
a Loewe 2H3N receiver which includes
a 2HF valve (as well as a 3NF) and the
valve envelope is sufficiently

continued on next page
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transparent for the electrode structure
and connections to be studied. The
result i s  that for once both the masters,
Tyne and Stokes, have nodded. In the
receiver the RF signal is applied to the
second, outer grid; while the first,
inner grid is taken to a +22V supply,
(as shown in fig.3). The tetrodes in the
ZHF are definitely space charge bi-grids
therefore, and Loewe did not precede
Round’s development of the S625
screen grid valve.
Fig .3  ' . .  «"5
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The screen grid valve was a godsend to
receiver designers, enabling them to
produce sets with far greater sensitivity
and selectivity. But, although the valve
was excellent for small-signal HF
amplification, it suffered a defect
which made it unsuitable for audio
stages where the signal swing was
relatively high. The trouble came
through electron bombardment of the
anode giving rise to secondary
emission. This of course occurs in a
triode, but is of no consequence since
the secondary electrons are simply
attracted back to the anode. But in a
screen grid valve, if the anode potential
falls below that of the screen then the
secondary electrons are attracted to the
screen and the anode characteristic
develops a negative resistance ‘kink’
with unfortunate effects in the way of
distortion and instability.

The cure for this was first devised by
Dutch Philips, who incorporated a
third grid between the screen grid and
the anode. This ’suppressor' grid was
held at cathode potential and repelled
secondary electrons back to the anode.
Philips called this five-electrode valve
the ’Pentone’, but this was soon
changed to 'Pentode’ to accord with
diode, triode, tetrode nomenclature.
With further development over the
next few years, the pentode entirely
superseded the screen grid tetrode,
with the result that the screen grid
valve had a quite brief existence of only
about seven years from its introduction
in 1927.

Radio Anniversaries

Eric Westman has compiled this list of
wireless anniversaries

April

1899 April 28 East Goodwin lightship became the first
vessel to radio for help on its own account, when rammed
by the 5.5. R. F. Matthews.

1911 April Britain's first radio journal ‘Thc Moreonigrnph'
published.

1921 April 11 World’s first broadcast sports commentary
broadcast by KDKA Pittsburgh when boxers Johnny Ray
and Johnny Dundee fought a t  the Motor Square,
Pittsburgh, U .S .A .

1923 April 13 Popular British preacher Reverend Dick
Sheppard first broadcast, from St. Martin-in-the-Fields,
London.

1923 April 21 BBC time-signal ‘pips’ first broadcast, as an
illustration to a talk by Frank Hope-Jones, Chairman of the
Wireless Society of London. They were adopted by the BBC
ten months later.

1923 April 24 Government Committee set up to discuss the
chaotic wireless licensing conditions in Britain after only
five months of broadcasting.

1923 April 30 World's first broadcast police appeal
transmitted by the American station WGY Schenectady.

1924 April 23 King George V became the first reigning
monarch to broadcast, when he opened the Empire
Exhibition, Wembley.

1927 April 2 O. G. Nickalls and J. C. Squire gave the first
BBC commentary on the Oxford v Cambridge boat race.

1927 April 25 Rt .  I l on .  Winston Churchill gave Britain’s

first Budget broadcast.

1941 April 18 Britain's first daily serial feature ‘Front-line
Family' began in the BBC's Overseas Service.

May

1897 May 13 Marconi proved that radio transmissions
could be made entirely over water by signalling five
kilometres from Lavemock Point, Wales, to Flat Holm
island in the Bristol Channel.

1898 May Miller Reece Hutchinson and Kelly Turner of
New York developed the ’Dictograph’, the first electrically
operated loudspeaker, for the Hutchinson Acoustic
Company’ 5 intercom system.

Hints and tips
Make your own fabric-covered mains
or battery leads

A common problem in restoring radios
is that the flexible cord is no longer
usable because the rubber insulation
within the woven covering is perished.
In the cage of a mains  lead this becomes
downright dangerous. The cords now
available are. intended for electric irons
and are quite out of place.

Initial experiments were to pull off old
woven covering from perished cables
with a View to using it to cover a
modern interior. This proved to be
darned hard work and without
success. One day the possible answer
came, of all places in a shop selling
camping and hiking gear. At the end of
the counter was a display of the longest

1922 May World's first known car radio fitted to the door of
his T model Ford by 13 year—old. Coon-5c Frost, president of
Lane High School Radio Club, Chicago.

1922 May 1 Closure of Poldhu, Marconi’s original
transatlantic station, in Cornwall.

1922 May 11 Marconi’s broadcasting station 2L0
established a t  Marconi House, The Strand, London.

1922 May 11 Britain’s first sports commentary - on the
boxing match between Td Kid Lewis and Georges
Carpentier at Olympia -- given by ’Uncle Arthur’ Burrows
via the London station 210.

1922 May 16 Metropolitan Vickers established their
broadcasting station ZZY at Manchester.

1923 May 1 21.0 began broadcasting from their new
quarters a t  Savoy Hill, London.

1925 May World's first stereophonic broadcast given by
station WPA], New Haven, Connecticut, USA.

1927 May 14 Reverend F. H. Gillingham gave BBC’s first
cricket commentary, on Essex v New Zealand match at
Leyton.

Looking Back

From ’Wireless World' 21st March, 1928:

The Patent Position

Sir, — Your recent leader was welcome, but
hardly goes deep enough. The Marconi Co.
has been the progressive instrument in
wireless commercial development, and is
undoubtedly entitled to collect royalties
from users of their patents; but the home-
constructor i s  faced by an apparently
impenetrable fog. It is understood there is
no patent on transformer coupled L.F.
amplification, yet royalties are claimed. The
Marconi Co. will sell a valve and an R.C.C.
unit, and at  the some time publish a threat
against using them together without further
payment. This hardly appears logical. A
clearly expressed schedule of basic patents
would assist the user and benefit the
owners. Royalties, at present with-held by
ignorance of the position, would be paid if
the constructor was relieved of the feeling of
being ‘had'.

Readers are invited to contribute to this
column. Have you solved a problem in
repair or restoration? Do you know a
clever dodge (as opposed to a badge)?
Ideas, great or small, should be sent to
the Editor.

boot laces I had ever seen, up to four
feet long and in black, brown, red and
mauve to boot! (sorry) A trial purchase
confirmed the theory. Snip off the tags.
bunch up the cover and carefully
thread the modern cable or bunch of
individual wires through. Make sure
the end of the wires is as smooth as
possible before starting.

Finish off the cover with a touch of
Evostik or Copydex to stop fraying
and, hey presto! a new cord. Mains
leads are easy but those fat battery
leads are beyond the capacity of the
laces I can find. Perhaps someone can
find a supply of  nice fat ones-

from Don Turner
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Poldhu: A
Worm’s Eye
View
by Colin Flood—Page

This account is compiled from the
surviving correspondence of my father
Alexander Flood Page, who was on the
payroll of Marconi’s in the early
twentieth century purely because of
family influence: his father (my
grandfather) was an important
director. {Managing Director from
1899-1901.)

Alexander was untrained, but had
some working knowledge of radio,
with which he liked to impress the
ignorant. He was treated as a sort of
superior odd-'ob man: when he wasn’t
kicking his eels in idleness at the
London office he was sent wherever a
spare body could be briefly used. For
six weeks during the summer of 1911
he was working at the trans-Atlantic
station at Poldhu on the south Cornish
coast,  and wrote numerous letters to
his  fiancee. From these we can glean a
few ideas, usually tantalizingly vague,
of the work of the station.

He was employed as a supervisor, and
did a lot of night duty overseeing both
the engine room and the boiler house.
Night shifts were officially from
10.30pm to 2.30am, but varied with the
amount of traffic and the frequency of
equipment breakdowns. He did minor
repairs to the generators, replaced
faulty keys, kept his eye on the dials,
and took an occasional glance at the
boiler house. When .he first arrived he
found the noise intolerable, and envied

Reminiscences

little cabin; but he soon got used to the
din, and discarded the earplugs he had
worn to begin with. He also found the
heat trying. All windows had to be kept
closed because of complaints about the
noise from the nearby hotel; but when
on his own Alexander would open one
on the golf—course side to get a breath of
cool air. During the day he worked
irregularly, sometimes adjusting
equipment for his night work, and on
one occasion helping with the erection
of new transmission masts. The
proximity of motors running at up to
5,000 rpm and with voltages up to
40,000 worried him a little; .but he
reckoned the one foot safety distance
provided by the guard rail was
sufficient.

As well as trans-Atlantic work, the
station also passed on local shipping
messages from Falmouth to the Lizard,

the key operator cocooned off in his and there is mention of increasing
business with ’the new Rome station’.
The trans-Atlantic traffic normally
consisted of several hundred words a
night, sent down from London, and
including a news bulletin. One night
the bulletin didn’t arrive, so the Poldhu
staff made one up from the local paper.
Morse operators varied in efficiency,
the slowest once took 20 minutes to
send only 88 words. Big excitement
came when Marconi himself crossed
the Atlantic on the Laurentic. For six
days the station had to send Special
messages at set times. The engineers
were worried that the machinery
would overheat under the strain of
working five or six hours a day; but all
went well.

Most nights things ran smoothly, and
then Alexander wrote letters, read a
book, or suddenly caught himself
napping.

Repairman’s reminiscences bynmisusneflcmm)
Wow! - what a Fault

Working together always gives rise to a
desire to amaze or outdo one’s mates.
One afternoon I was aroused from
deep technical thought (the difference
between that and dozing needs expert
consideration) by the ribald mirth of
my then mentor Frank Bell.

He called me over to see a rather nice
AC/DC/Battery portable that he was
repairing. or rather had just repaired. It

had, I think, 3 1171.7 rectifier/output
valve operated by the famous line cord.
On the rear of the chassis was a nicely
mounted, but obviously ’foreign’,
vitreous resistor. It was in series with
the unshortened line cord but only
some 3% of that value.

Frank switched on the radio and it all
warmed up and started to work. He
then shorted out the extra resistor and
nothing happened. 'Wait and watch!’
he said. After a short while the filament
assembly of  the 1171.7 started to rotate

and move down the cathode tube
assembly. After a few revolutions the
radio cut out and made a 'Wow' sound
as  it continued to rotate. After the
filaments had gone well out of sight in
the tube Frank removed the short and
woW, woW, woW — backwards notice
- the filaments wound themselves back
to their original position and the radio
restarted to work.

A ’Wow' of a fault but what smart Alec
service engineer found this simple
cure?
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Feedback
Letter

from John Stokes, New Zealand:

The Philips 2514

I found Geoffrey Dixon-Nuttall’s
recent article on the Philips 2514 most
interesting, especially the bit about the
intricacies of tuning-in the beast.
However, the author made no
reference to the valves, apart from
mentioning that replacements are hard
to find.

Because the valves used in this receiver
were somewhat unusual perhaps a few
words about them may be of interest.
50, with your permission I would like
to add a little more to the story of the
2514 before it became ’British Made’.
The first issue of this set, as sold in both
Holland and the U.K. in 1928 used a
specially, and apparently hastily
developed series of indirectly-heated
valves which included the rectifier but
not the output pentode. As first
marketed in the Netherlands, the set
was fitted with the following Philips
valves ~— E442 (RF), E415 (Det), B443,
and 2506 rectifier. Later other types
were u sed -

When these sets were sold in the U.K.
Philips valves could not be used as  they
were not licensed for sale in Great
Britain. 80, just what valves were
used? Mullard, of course. But as  no
Mullard indirectly-heated AC valves
had appeared on the market before
1929, how could this be? The Mullard
valves used initially were types 84V,
154V, PM24, while the rectifier was a
Philips 2506, which although
indirectly-heated, could make do with
a 4-pin base ofcourse. At the time,
output pentodes with side terminals on
their bases were the norm, but the
others? And, incidentally, that peculiar
rectifier proved to be a real flop and
was quickly superseded by a directly-
heated type.

Finally, if I assure you that I have a very
sharp razor, may Ibe permitted to split
a hair? Although the 2514 was actually
sold on the British market in 1928, it
was then either wholly or partly made
in Holland. It is interesting to note that
Philips receivers were denied entry to
the 1928 Radiolympia obviously for
that reason, with the result that Philips
Lamps Limited had to resort to
exhibiting their sets in a nearby
building! But later on, in 1929, after
they had established a British factory,
they were permitted to 'join the club’.

References to back up my story; Wirelws World, September 26th,
1928, p.435,- also adverts in the same issue. Another reference is
the Science Museum handbook -- Radio Communication, History
and Mlopnonf, w. r D'Den, p 71 and Fig.5}, Published by
HMSO 1934.

Philips 2514

Letter

from Geoffrey Dixon-Nuttall:

Mr Stokes’ letter is interesting, but
raises several points to which I, too,
would like to know the answer!

He is quite correct in that the first
English 2514’s used the 2506 rectifier.
This is presumably the indirectly
heated type to which he refers. It seems
that this is now a non-valve as my copy
of ‘Philips “Miniwatt” Buizen in de
toestellen’ doesn't mention it, giving
the correct type as 506B, which is, as he
says, directly heated. Evidently the
2506 was so bad that it has been erased!

I always thought that the valves used in
this set were Philips types re—labelled; I
don't think Mullard would have
developed them if Philips had already
done the job! But why is the rectifier
marked ’Philips’?

If I may parry Mr Stokes’ razor, I don't
think I have said anywhere that these
sets were British. All of them (2515,
2514, 2511) are firmly labelled 'Made in
Holland’. It would be interesting to
know when Philips started assembling
sets in England. My (1932) model 630 is
marked ’Made in England’ but the
(1931) 730 is not marked with any
country; the 1931 model 2531 is Dutch.
Although they had a factory in 1929 it
doesn’t seem to have done very much;
I suspect it was what is now called a
'screwdriver factory’.

Letter

from Eric Westman:

Last issue's article on the first Philips
mains receiver reminded me of the
time when in 1955, my wife and I were
living in the village of Deil, in Holland.
We rented the bigger part of a

, . . ,  1,—1.2” ’

"'I'W-‘w. . . l

“ furnished house from a middle-aged
spinster who had inherited it from her
father. The house was furnished in
1920’s style and possessed one of these
Philips mains sets together with a cone
loudspeaker similar to the one in your
illustration. It was connected via a long
lead-in tube that went through the
wall, to an insulated aerial wire. This
was lying along the ground and draped
across the branches of an apple tree,
the wood of which had continued to
grow around the wire so that the latter
was deeply embedded in the branches.
The spinster told me the aerial had
been torn down by German occupation
troops in 1940 and had lain there ever
since. I re-erected the aerial as best I
could, applied metal polish to the lead-
in terminals, and switched on the set. It
worked perfectly Before going to work
each day I would listen to the British
long-wave station, but the rest of the
time I enjoyed Dutch musical
programmes. Strangely, the spinster
seemed disgruntled that I had got the
set working again — perhaps because it
meant buying a monthly licence at the
village post office!

Letter

from Frank Brittuin:

I was interested in the 2514 article as I
installed quite a number of the sets in
1929-30. It was not possible for the
retailer to service the sets it under
guarantee as you couldn’t get inside
them without breaking the seal and so
invalidating the guarantee.
Fortunately the sets gave very little
trouble except for premature failure of
the rectifier valve. If my memory serves
me correctly, this was a Philips 2506
indirectly-heated which was a feature
in those days. The 2514 set sold for £23
— quite a lot of money in those days,
and you had to buy a speaker to go with
it.

Letters continued on next page



Letter

from Desmond Thackeray

Woolworths set

In response to our Editor’s request for
information on the Woolworth’s
crystal set, Mr E. R. Crane has written:
”Regarding the crystal set sold at
Woolworth’s, Edgware Road, some 64
years ago. I did buy one of these. It was
in a bag, and consisted of a list of the
necessary components, one box
consisting of four pieces of wood
already cut to‘size, painted dark red
and with "Made in Germany” on it, top
pane l  o f  three-ply painted black and
drilled for terminals, detector, bush for
the tuning spindle, two small holes for
step pins, coil former 11 ” dia x 3" long,
coi l  o f  22 gauge enamelled wire,  tuning
knob and slider arm. All nuts and bolts
with panel pins were in a separate little
bag including small semicircular plate
for tuning dial. Also there was the
crystal complete with catwhisker and
piece of Wood’s metal to fix the crystal
in the cup. It did not take me long to
bui ld  i t ;  the coil was  the hardest  part to
wind .  The simple earphone you could
get was 6d (old money) per piece; but I
already had a pair of Dr Nesper’s high-
resistance phones. All I had to buy was
t he  aer ia l  wire, 100 feet of 7/22 copper,
six egg insulators, one penny each,
earth spike, and I was in business.
Having erected the aerial on my roof,
zig-zag pattern, I just connected up
and right away got a very good signal.
A dance-band was playing, and the
first tune I heard was ”I Love My Chilli
Bon Bon”. That night it was followed
by Henry Hall and his Gleneagles Band
(happy days). My wire and insulators
came from H. L. Smith’s of Edgware
Road, the ”chassis bashers” as they
were known. We were always rushn
out to buy a new crystal. The most
famous one was the Mighty Atom, and
it came in a small tin box complete with
silver catwhisker.’
Does any member own such a crystal
set?
'I"he Woolworth policy of selling items
priced at only 3d or 6d meant that one
had  to buy  a set  of such priced parts to
make headphones, as Mr Crane points
out, above. A small booklet entitled
‘How to Make Wireless Telephones’
provides a list of 12 such items needed
to assemble one telephone receiver on
a headband, and presumably another
12 for the other receiver to make the
pair. if three or four of these were only
3d, then the price for the parts for a pair
of headphones would have been close
to ten shillings, a lot cheaper than most
branded assembled ’phones,  which
could cost a week’s wages in 1925. The

Correction:
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Feedback/News

The Editor apologises for some errors in Ray Whitcombe's Battery Eliminatorarticle
in Bulletin 13/3. Corrections are as  follows: BD135’S should be BD136’s; Emitter of
AC127 was incorrectly drawn and should be NPN type. Part of the switch diagram
was omitted and it should have looked like this:
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500 ohm bobbins were already wound
with some 200 feet of wire each, some
19,000 turns, from the data given in the
booklet. So the ’phones could be
assembled with a screwdriver and a
small pair of pliers. The author of this
booklet hides-behind the designation
‘Chief Engineer of a large Radio
Manufacturing Cumpany' but there i s
no indication as to the origin of the
booklet, or indeed the parts for the
headphones.

Letter

from Ken Brooks:

Electrical Safety

I have become concerned about our
seemingly excessive zeal in the
application of safety standards
indicated by correspondents in the
September ’Bulletin’.
What self respecting engineer has not
experienced ‘a few volts' now and
then? If we are true 'vintage’
enthusiasts then we should accept the
safety standards, or otherwise,
prevalent contemporaneously or our
restorations will not be representative
of the period. Are we to become a
group of safety obsessed wimps
frightened of the odd shock or
outbreak of fire now and then?
This correspondence is now closed! —
Editor
Correction
Readers might have been puzzled by
the heading in the last issue
’Télégraphie sans Fils’ which certainly
did not have the tenninal ’s’ when
Desmond Thackeray and Pat Leggatt
sent in the copy! 'Telegraphy without
boy’? Well, Desmond recalls that
telegrams used to be delivered by boys
on bikes. Apologies to the writers.
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Letter:

from Iolm W.  Stokes, New Zealand

An article recently appeared in
Country Life about a Henry Milnes,
who ran a wireless company in
Bingley, Yorkshire, and invented a
thermo-electric generator, powered by
domest ic  gas  supply ,  which opera ted
receivers. 15 this the same Milnes who
produced the ’Milnes Battery Unit’?
‘P. P.’ Biography

Miles Eckersley, a member of the
Society, and son of the famous Captain
Peter Pendleton Eckersley, pioneer
broadcaster a t  the Writtle 'Twu-Emma-
Toc’ station and the first chief engineer
at the BBC, is writing a biography of his
father. Anyone who has any special
information, ephemera and
photographs which might contribute
to the work is invited to contact the
Editor.

Editor’s Note: Further information on cable
broadcasting in the 1930’s, particularly illustrated
material, will be welcomed.
Baird and Marconi

Two programmes of interest to vintage
wireless enthusiasts are to be broadcast
on 463M by the BBC World Service in
June in the series of ten—minute
programmes ’They made the World’.

The first is about Marconi at 13.15 GMT
on June 7th, to be repeated on the next
day at  13.15. The second will include an
interview with the early television
authority BVWS member Ray Herbert
and will be broadcast at 7.30 BST on
June 14th ,  to be repeated next  day  a t
20.30.
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‘THE SPEAKING ANTIQUE’ on
56 Main Street, Sedgcberrow, Nr. Evesham , Worcs. WRll 6UF BROADCASTING

Tel: (0386) 881988
SUPERBLYRESTORED ORIGINALS ALWAYS AVAILABLE We buy and sell

GUARANTEED VALUE TRADEAIN SCHEME publications of all kinds
Your wireless restored to the finest standards on all aspects of

Free quotations RADIO AND TELEVISION
THE RADIOCRAFT FM CONVERTER

Let us add VHF/FM coverage to your vintage receiver catalogues issued regularly
without compromising its existing performance. Books searched for

‘ Superhets only. (l ists welcome)

__ "" THE RADIOCRAFT ‘HARMONY’
F£~C - "2 An elegant NEW table radio

1
fi \ V

. not to be confused with certain
‘replicas’ currently available.A

‘ Hand-built by us here in Britain
and styled with the theme of

I I  /‘ ~ vintage radio in mind, this
. receiver offers outstanding _

y * performance on LW. MW and FM L '  V '  Kellyfi
— all at an attractive price. Bampton BOOKS

nvg’tgpfiefiujer The Wilderness,
e Cl" 0

’ ‘ Barrmgton Street,
' m1 Tiverton. Devon. EX16 6OP

IDA.) I 0‘: Tel: (0884) 2561 70

WANTED
For  private co l l ec t i on

EDDYSTONE RADIO SETS

Made by Strat ton and Co . l i t ed
in  B i rmingham between 1923-1940

Also  any o r ig ina l  o r  photocopy
l i t e r a tu re ,  magazine a r t i c l e s  o r

advertisements pe r t a in ing  to these
sets o r  t he  company.

Al l  costs w i l l  be  pa id .  Please
wri t e  o r  phone (day o r  evening,
except weekends) 021 556 3324.

RUPERT'S, the Vintage Wireless 5 ecialist, 151, RICHARD BAKER
Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London, W.1 . Ha l l  en

Quality broadcast receivers, pre-war television, plus WOden Road we“

components, valves etc. We buy and sell wireless sets and Wednesbu ry
assoaated Items: cash and exchange. West Mid lands

Telephone (01) 567 1368. BVWS Member. ['
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